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ASX Announcement 

  
New Website  

 
Connexion Media Limited (ASX:CXZ) (“Connexion” or “Company”) is pleased to announce the 
launch of its new corporate website which can be visited at https://www.connexionltd.com. 
 
The new website reflects the significant progress the Company has made since its listing in August 
2014 and provides stakeholders with up to date information about the latest developments relating to 
the Company. 
 
Connexion Media is an Internet of Things (IoT) technology company revolutionising smart car 
technology for the automotive industry. The Company has secured commercial agreements with 
leading automotive industry players to roll out its proprietary smart car technologies to millions of 
vehicles in the coming years. 
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About Connexion Media 
 
Connexion Media is an ASX listed Internet of Things (IoT) technology company revolutionising smart 
car technology for the automotive industry.  
 
The Company has secured commercial agreements with leading automotive industry players to roll 
out its proprietary smart car technologies to potentially millions of vehicles in the coming three years. 
 
Connexion Media has developed two flagship Software as a Service (SaaS) products that deliver 
cutting edge technology to the automotive industry, Flex and miRoamer. 
 
Flex is a highly sophisticated smart car solution that allows car fleet managers to manage an entire 
fleet of vehicles from a mobile phone or computer and deliver cost efficiencies through reduced 
maintenance costs. Flex is able to track a range of real time and historical data including vehicle 
locations, distance travelled, fuel consumption, battery life, engine performance and absolute and 
average speeds travelled. It is also able to monitor driver behaviour and instantly send notifications 
and alarms to vehicle owners and fleet managers.  
 
miRoamer is a next generation internet radio product that allows users to pick up radio stations from 
broad geographies, including international stations. miRoamer has become the world leader in 
internet radio technology, delivering a superior understanding of the technical, content and marketing 
demands of radio manufacturers and car makers alike. 
 
Connexion Media is based in Melbourne, Australia, with offices in Detroit and Seattle, USA, 
Cambridge UK and Kochi India. 
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